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Introduction 

 In the second half of the 1900s the public could find a variety of books or magazines that dealt 

with the natural history of Australia. Such publications were sold in general bookshops, or newsagents 

and presented some information about cryptogams, but much more about other organisms. There were far 

fewer such publications in earlier years. During the 1800s and the earlier 1900s Australian newspapers 

often reproduced, in whole or in part, information from overseas newspapers or journals. At times, 

newspapers also reported on meetings of (or papers published by) Australian scientific or natural history 

societies. Newspaper articles were potentially a cheap source of information about cryptogams for the 

public. In earlier work I studied an online archive of Australian newspapers for fungal articles published 

up to the end of 1950 and found numerous stories on a variety of mycological themes. I therefore wondered 

what a similar search focusing on myxomycetes would produce. I will say something about the database 

and its limitations and then summarize what newspapers said about myxomycetes.  

 

Materials, methods and limitations 

 During April 2022 I searched the online newspaper archive created by the National Library of 

Australia. This page (https://trove.nla.gov.au/help/categories/newspapers-and-gazettes-category) gives 

general information and this statement of the library's aims: The National Library of Australia focuses on 

digitising newspapers published before 1955 on the general understanding that they are out of copyright. 

To search the archive, go to https://trove.nla.gov.au/ and choose 'Newspapers & Gazettes' in the 'Advanced 

search' option. To see a specific issue and page, go to https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/, choose 'Titles' 
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in 'Browse', click to get to the selection screen and then choose the appropriate item as each column 

appears.  

 In my first few searches I used the following terms (with the number of articles found in brackets): 

slime mould (non-American spelling, 333), slime mold (15), myxomycete (34), mycetozoa (15). The 333 

results for 'slime mould' bring me to one of the limitations of the database. The quality of the search results 

depends on how well the digitisation process (with automated transcription) handles the greatly varying 

print quality in old newspapers and it is not surprising that some words are mis-read. Those 333 articles 

included many that dealt with 'slim-moulded' female fashions. 

 A second search for the phrase 'slime mould' (but excluding the words fashion, woman and women) 

cut the number to 125 (and I realise that, in theory, I could have excluded a genuine myxomycete article 

since the word fashion could occur in such a story). A look through those 125 showed that more should 

be excluded. For example, despite my specifying the phrase 'slime mould' the results still included some 

articles about 'slim and moulded' clothing and articles that referred to 'slime, mould' in food spoilage. Such 

articles were outnumbered by those that dealt with organisms no longer thought of as myxomycetes, e.g. 

Plasmodiophora brassicae and Spongospora subterranea, the former a disease especially of cabbages, the 

latter a disease of potatoes. With 'cabbage' and 'potato' added to the excluded words, the results dropped 

from 125 to 74. Those 74 (as well as the other results noted above) needed more weeding. There were also 

articles not picked up in those searches. For example, a search for Physarum produced 14 articles not 

found earlier because other words were used to categorize Physarum (e.g. myxomyceti or fungus). Various 

searches (which it would be tedious to list), and subsequent checking yielded 86 articles that made some 

mention of myxomycetes in today's sense of that word.  

 More may have been published than I've found since the archive does not contain every issue of 

every newspaper published in Australia (more likely a problem with issues from the 1800s or with 

newspapers published in small towns). However, the coverage is already very good and I think there could 

not be many myxomycete stories in the missing issues. In my fungal study I did find some pages where 

the print quality was so poor that I could not recognize any words in the digital copy. Perhaps such pages 

hide myxomycete articles. During that fungal study I looked through several thousand pages and the 

number of such poor pages was small. Again, I can't see how they'd hide many myxomycete articles. 

Volunteers correct the automatic transcriptions and a future search could reveal some myxomycete 

references (in issues already scanned) missed by me because of current transcription flaws. When citing 

newspaper names I give the place of publication when more than one town or city published a newspaper 

with the same (or very similar) name. That information will help anyone who wishes to find the relevant 

newspaper of a particular name in the archive.  

  

Results 

 In Figure 1, I show the earliest occurrence of any myxmomycete term that I've found, the species 

name Reticularia maxima. The Chronicle was published in Melbourne and this extract came from a paper 

read to the Victorian Horticultural Improvement Society. While a myxomycete species was mentioned, 

the reader was told nothing about the the nature of the organism (though, given earlier comments, it must 

be a fungus) but does learn that it produced copious spores. I do not know the source of the words enclosed 

by the pair of double quotes since those words (or slight variations) appear in various English publications, 

back to at least 1832. 
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Figure 1: The Farmer's Journal and Gardener's Chronicle, 26 April 1862, page 11.  

 The year 1870 saw another species name in Australian print, when the The Sydney Mail (12 

February, page 6) reproduced a report about a paper read to the Athy Farmers' Club in Ireland. The only 

relevant sentence was: "I have seen the roots of mangel wurzel dotted over with an exceedingly small 

fungus - Diderma cyanescens - which must have resulted from the decaying vegetable manure" and the 

Sydney paper acknowledged its source as the Mark Lane Express, a London weekly.  

 The next occurrence of a myxomycete term was in 1882, when The Sydney Morning Herald (23 

December, page 5) repeated an English story in which the only relevant sentence was: "For some time Mr. 

Whitelegge has been studying the Myxomycetes - an organism which scientific men are as yet unable to 

classify as animal or vegetable - and has made out a list of 20 species, many of them new to the district".  

 The phrase 'slime mould' appeared in 1894 in a story about Plasmodiophora and 1912 (The West 

Australian, 30 November, page 8) was the first year in which 'slime mould' referred to myxomycetes in 

today's sense, in these words: "I may just say that in the case of the slime-mould called flowers of tan the 

protoplasm dries to the consistency of hard wax, and can be kept for years in that state, and then revived 

by moisture into full activity and growth", in an article based on one of Ray Lankester's Science from an 

easy chair essays, published in London. Figure 2 shows the first appearance of the word mycetozoa in an 

Australian newspaper. It is in a general science article accredited to Dr. J.E. Taylor, who is described as 

editor of the London magazine Science Gossip, though the precise source of this article was not given.  

 

 

Figure 2: The Australasian, 15 June 1889, page 38. 

 The American spelling 'slime mold' made its first appearance in 1906 (Liverpool Herald, 23 June, 

page 4) in an article headed Club root of cabbage, but the writer said that the disease belonged to "a group 
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known as slime molds, which are chiefly non-parasitic", so there was a hint of myxomycetes in the modern 

sense.  

 One thing common to all the passages cited thus far is brevity. Taylor's was the longest and told 

the reader something about the strange nature (is it animal or vegetable?) and behaviour (streaming and 

absorption of bacteria) of myxomycetes, while the others said little or nothing. Brevity was the feature 

common to a large proportion of the myxomycete references in the 86 articles, but there were also a few 

articles that went well beyond Taylor.  

 The 86 can be divided into two groups: the uninformative and the informative. The uninformative 

articles tell the reader nothing about myxomycetes and there are 15 such articles. I've already given one 

example (the reference to Diderma cyanescens) and here are the words from three other examples: an 

article about plant life said they "show every variation of form, from graceful trees and airy blossoms to 

unfashioned slime molds"; the report of a meeting noted "Mr Rodway, who presided, gave some 

interesting information on the Myxomycetes or slime fungi (Fuligo septica)" and (in response to a 

specimen sent in by a reader) " A fungus sent by Dave Dodson (Lillimur) is known as a slime mould: we 

do not know much about it".  

 Two of the uninformative articles were interesting for other reasons. The Sun (Sydney, 19 July 

1913, page 11) started an article with the words shown on the left in Figure3. The article continued by 

quoting from the Westminster Gazette and I omit the rest, except for the final paragraph, below on the 

right. 

 

 

Figure 3: Miss G. Lister and women in the civil service. 

 

 The Warwick Examiner and Times published a short story, titled Myxomycetes, in 1914 (October 

26, page 3). The story, by Arthur Morrison (1863-1945), had first been published in the United Kingdom 

in The Strand (September 1914, vol 47, No. 285, pages 336-342) and included three illustrations - but the 

version in the Australian newspaper was unillustrated. In the second paragraph one character says he'd 

thought the word an invention "but you will find it in any dictionary or encyclopaedia and you may find 

myxomycetes itself <sic> on an old tree-stump - any number of species of it".  

 In the story fraudsters aim to gain money with the help of some scientific mumbo-jumbo and they 
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hire Burridge (a former science teacher) to give the project some scientific plausibility. However, 

Burridge's aim had always been to make protoplasm, to generate life and he succeeds in creating a 

synthetic myxomycete. This myxomycete is dormant on glass or metal, but if put onto anything organic it 

will begin to devour the substrate. As the participants find out, it should not be allowed to get onto hair or 

clothing. Morrison (a very successful author and keen collector of Japanese art) was friends with the 

Japanese polymath Minakata Kumagusu (Koyama, 2010), during the latter's years in London in the 1890s. 

The latter studied myxomycetes and the genus Minakatella is named after him. Perhaps conversations 

with his Japanese friend had put the idea of a myxomycete story into Morrison's head. 

 The remaining 71 informative articles varied greatly in their level of information. Sometimes an 

article contained just one fact and I have already given two examples: a single Reticularia maxima 

produces "upwards of ten millions of sporules" and "scientific men are as yet unable to classify 

[myxomycetes] as animal or vegetable". In The Western Mail (Perth, 28 August 1930, page 36) a single-

fact story corrected a misconception. A reader's observation that "I have on several occasions found 

species of Mycetozoa (Myxomycetes) slime fungi in water troughs", prompted this response: "Your letter 

surprised me, because according to several text books that I have consulted, the myxomycetes are not 

aquatic fungi". The answer was given in a column conducted by William Catton Grasby, an agricultural 

journalist and educationist. Some single facts were quite striking. Readers of The Argus (20 February 

1890, page 8) found that the "minimum amount of oxygen pressure for the streaming movements in the 

plasmodia of myxomycetes, and in the cells of hairs, &c, varies from one millimetre to three". A story 

about movement in plants (The Telegraph, Brisbane, 17 April 1929, page 13) included just one reference 

to myxomycetes: "The spores of a slime fungus (Fuligo), which move at a rate of about 10 feet per hour, 

are probably the most active". I could not find the sources of these two statements. 

 I move on to articles with more information (and the Taylor extract given earlier is one example). 

Readers of The Herald (Melbourne, 8 January 1935, page 22) were told that "out of the rotting bark and 

cracked wood crept forth glorious masses of slime moulds - those remarkable custard-like fungi, on the 

borderland between plants and animals, some were flat and scarlet, some golden and nodular, and others 

clear as crystal with tiny pinnacles of powdered whiteness rising out of a colorless <sic> jelly". In non-

technical language the reader was told about slime mould consistency (custard-like), forms &colours and 

is introduced to the question of their plant/animal nature. A small number of articles were more technical 

and over the next three pages I will discuss them, in chronological order.  

 The story in Figure 4 was a passage originally from the March 1899 issue of the British magazine 

Knowledge: An Illustrated Magazine of Science. The 1899 issues of Knowledge presented a series of well-

illustrated articles about myxomycetes by the Frys (the first had appeared in January). The same Australian 

newspaper gave an equally brief extract from another of the Frys' installments, on page 1402 of the 17 

June issue (and I did search carefully for more stories based on the Frys' material, without success). Neither 

extract was long but each went into some depth on a specific aspect.  

 Thomas Whitelegge (mentioned in passing early in this section ) arrived in Sydney in 1883, already 

with a broad knowledge of natural history and with good microscopy skills. He wrote six articles about 

Australian Objects for the Microscope (which appeared in January and February of 1911) and one was 

devoted to the mycetozoa. I show the entire article (Australian Town and Country Journal, 1 February 

1911, page 35) in Figure 5. This was the only myxomycete article and the To be continiued note at the 

foot of the page refered to the series, not the topic of this instalment. The central illustration is a copy of 
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Plate VI in Massee (1889), the upper right figure is a copy of an illustration found in one of the Frys' 

Knowledge instalments and also in Fry& Fry (1899), but I don't know the source of the lower left figure. 

Whitelegge was a significant Australian biologist and Baker & Lowry (2006) gives an account of his life. 

 

 

Figure 4: The Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser, 20 May 1899, page 1162. I have re-

arranged the columns slightly.  

 

 I found just one newspaper article with a photograph (Figure 6) of a myxomycete fruiting body in 

situ. Though the heading is The slime fungus, a term almost always connected with Plasmodiophora in 

newspapers, that taxon was not mentioned. This anonymous article and Whitelegge's were the only 

accounts of such length. All others are much shorter.  

 Whitelegge's newspaper columns were few, since they had a limited aim. In the 1900s various 

newspapers published regular columns devoted to science or nature, but I found few that mentioned 

myxomycetes. Science and Nature was the name of a column that appeared in The Brisbane Courier and 

it featured myxomycetes once (12 September 1925, page 18). It was written by their science correspondent 

(who used the pseudonym Achernar Major) and mentioned plasmodia, sporangia, spores and the plant or 

animal puzzle.  

 Achernar Major noted that "within the sporangia are developed a mass of spores, and frequently a 

mass of fibres which serve, on the rupture of the wall of the sporangium, to scatter the spores" and that 

germinating spores generate motile forms that fuse to form the plasmodium. The only other, non-trivial, 

references to myxomycetes in such a column were written by H.H. Scott and E.O.G Scott. The former was 

director of the Queen Victoria Museum in Launceston, Tasmania, the latter his son and for short 

biographies see Hamilton (2012) and Plomley (2006). I show one account in Figure 7 and I know of only 

one other, largely a rumination on the plant/animal question, in the same paper in the issue of 27 December 

1932, page 12. These appeared in a weekly Nature and Science column that the Scotts wrote. 
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Figure 5: Whitelegge's article. 
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Figure 6: The Express and Telegraph (Adelaide), 25 July 1914, page 4. I have re-arranged the columns. 
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Figure 7: The Examiner (Launceston), 6 May 1931, page 4. The original is in a single column. 

 

 Thus far I have been focussing largely on length of story, though the extracts that I have reproduced 

show that a variety of subjects were covered. Two that have featured several times already are the feeding 

behaviour of myxomycetes and the contrast between the mobile and stationary stages - both of which 

would be expected in any basic descriptive account of myxomycetes. The question What is a myxomycete? 

has also come up in the previous pages and 18 of the 71 informative articles note that there was debate as 

to whether myxomycetes were plants, animals or in-between. However, a surprisingly common subject 

was myxomycetes found growing over lawns or on other small plants and this aspect appeared in 29 of 

those 71 articles.  

 If identified, the species usually given was Physarum cinereum and mostly the advice was that the 

myxomycete was harmless - but with lime-sulphur spraying recommended in one instance and burning in 

another. The Tamworth Daily Observer (17 February 1912, page 3) attempted humour when it said that 
the organism was called myxomyceti physarum cinereum (all in lower case) and that "the name is 

sufficient to kill any decent grass!" (their exclamation mark). I give one of the more interesting reports in 

Figure 8 (most of a letter by someone who signed simply as FARMER). On page 4 in the 20 December 

issue of the same newspaper there is a short letter from the same correspondent saying that the "name of 

the slime fungus should have read Didymum Spumaroids, not Didymus, etc". I don't know if the new 

spelling error was FARMER's or was introduced by the typesetter.  
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Figure 8: The Nepean Times, 13 Dec 1902, page 5, originally in one column. 

 

  In my study of fungal articles I found that the same story could appear in many newspapers, spread 

over a large distance and over many years. The same has happened with myxomycete stories, though to a 

greatly lesser degree, given the much smaller number of references to myxomycetes. The 1882 Sydney 

story about Thomas Whitelegge, that I mentioned early in this section, appeared also in two Victorian 

newspapers: Mount Alexander Mail, 28 December 1882, page 2 and Geelong Advertiser, 2 January 1883, 

page 4. In Figure 9 I show two almost identical paragraphs, which appeared 19 years apart. Each was part 

of virtually the same longer article (with no other mention of myxomycetes).  

 

 

Figure 9: The same story, years apart. A) The Maitland Weekly Mercury, 26 May 1894, page 12; B) The 

Leader (Melbourne), 30 August 1913, page 48. 

 

 The first appeared in a paper published a little north of Sydney and the other in a Melbourne paper. 

In between those years much the same article (and hence paragraph) had appeared in The Evening News 

(Sydney, 8 June 1907, page 12), The Albury Banner and Wodonga Express (published about halfway 
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between Sydney and Melbourne, 14 June 1907, page 18) and The Kalgoorlie Miner (on the other side of 

the country, 21 June 1907, page 1). I assume the article was copied from an overseas publication, but I 

have found it only in three American papers that post-date the first Australian appearance (The Banner-

Democrat, Louisiana, 2 June 1894, page 1; The Sunday Star, i.e. the Sunday edition of Washington DC's 

Evening Star, 17 March 1907, page 8; The Virginia Star, 3 April 1924, page 11). I also assume that the 

writer of the original article based that paragraph on Sanderson (1893) who, in his presidential address to 

the British Association, referred to Lister's work with Badhamia and said: "[I] will ask you to imagine an 

expansion of living material, quite structureless, spreading itself along a wet surface; that this expansion 

of transparent material is bounded by an irregular coastline, and that somewhere near the coast there has 

been placed a fragment of the material on which the Badhamia feeds. The presence of this bit of stereum 

produces an excitement at the part of the plasmodium next to it. Towards this centre of activity streams of 

living material converge. Soon the afflux leads to an outgrowth of the plasmodium, which in a few minutes 

advances towards the desired fragment, envelops, and incorporates it". A curious point: the Louisiana and 

Virginia paragraphs were the A version that I show above; the Albury/Wodonga, Sydney, Kalgoorlie and 

Washington paragraphs were the B version (except for the word 'greatly' being absent from the second 

sentence). Given the timing, it is possible that the Albury/Wodonga version was copied from The Evening 

News. Newspapers published in state capitals circulated widely and the rail line to Albury could have 

allowed a Sydney paper to be there within two days of publication.  

 In Perth The West Australian (13 September 1913, page 8) published a report of film pictures from 

the microscope, in which streaming in a myxomycete plasmodium was mentioned. On the other side of 

the country The Herald (Melbourne, 17 December 1913, page 1) published a similar report. Neither gave 

a precise source, though both had Ray Lankester's name in the byline and the Perth paper included Science 

from an easy chair in the heading. The Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate (27 December 

1913, page 2) published a similar article, gave Lankester as the writer and acknowledged Melbourne's 

Herald as the source.  

 Finally, a piece of trivia.The The Sun ( Sydney, 28 April 1942, page 10) presented a crossword in 

which one clue for an 8-letter word was: Sub-order of Mycetozoa. Instead of giving the answer 

immediately I will give a clue (it starts and ends with A). To find the rest of the answer, take every third 

letter from this cryptic string: BDCOCRDIAEFSGRIUTD 

 

Discussion 

 I had not expected a large number of newspaper references to myxomycetes, but was surprised at 

how few I found and also at how short most are. Given what appeared in other literature that was available 

in Australia, more would have been possible. For example, what the Frys had written would easily have 

provided material for more (and longer) stories. In my study of fungal stories in newspapers I found that, 

over almost a century, numerous articles repeated a few themes, that were very likely to strike the public 

as amazing (e.g. the large size of the bolete Phlebopus marginatus and the look of stinkhorns). Often such 

stories were short and had no depth but they were easy to write and the same could easily have been done 

with myxomycetes, possible themes being "is it animal or plant?", the transformation from soft/mobile to 

powdery/stationary and the striking appearance of Fuligo septica.  

 Certainly, such themes were repeated - but the question is: Why were they not repeated far more 

often? Despite most stories being short I have shown that a few with some depth were published in 
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Adelaide, Brisbane, Launceston and Sydney but two things stand out. First, the lack of any continuation 

in the publication of such stories and, second, the absence of Melbourne from that list. Between 1900 and 

1950 several Melbourne newspapers published some excellent articles about fungi, at times with help from 

members of the active Field Naturalists Club of Victoria - but nothing remotely similar about 

myxomycetes. Near the end of the previous section I gave several instances of a particular story appearing 

in more than one newspaper with proof that, in at least one case, one Australian newspaper copied a story 

from another Australian newspaper. I find it puzzling that there was not much more intra-Australian 

copying of myxomycete stories.  

 Apart from the paucity of stories another striking contrast with the newspaper treatment of fungi 

is the virtual absence of myxomycete illustrations, despite there being comments as to their beauty in some 

of the newspaper stories. I have shown all that I've found, whereas newspapers included numerous 

illustrations of fungi, which varied from simple to realistic and with many being originals. If it were 

thought too difficult to produce original illustrations of myxomycetes, it should have been possible to copy 

them from other works (e.g. as Whitelegge had copied from Massee and the Frys) and two other potential 

sources were the plates in Cooke (1892) and Lister (1894, or the later editions). Even the simple but very 

effective monochrome drawings in the latter's keys to genera would have sufficed to show the variation in 

myxomycete form. 

 At least 14 of the 71 informative articles came from oveseas publications, but remember that most 

said little. For example, I have mentioned Ray Lankester a couple of times. Several Australian newspapers 

reproduced long articles of his that had been published in England. Each covered a range of subjects and 

presented just one or two observations about myxomycetes. I say "at least 14", since that is the count of 

articles where a source is acknowledged (e.g. Knowledge magazine in the case of the Frys and the Science 

from an easy chair in the headings of Lankester's). There are others where a source is not acknowledged 

and where I have not been able to find an overseas source but where I think it very likely that the article 

had been copied from an overseas publication. One example is the Badhamia story in Figure 9. It is a 

paragraph embedded in an article headed "Wonders of the Bacteria" and, given the content of the entire 

article, I strongly suspect it was written overseas, rather than by someone in Australia in 1894. One could 

add another 6 'highly likely' candidates to the 14 - and probably even a few more, but it is harder to judge 

those that say little about myxomycetes.  

 On removing those 20 (or slightly more) one is left with 51 (or slightly fewer) informative articles 

ostensibly written in Australia. Certainly there is no doubt about many of them but, as should be clear 

from what I've just said, it would be hard to be sure of all of the 51 or so. Obviously those by Whitelegge 

(Figure 5) and the Scotts (Figure 7) were written in Australia. A little while ago I noted that 29 articles 

provided information about myxomycetes on grass or other plants (and at times also dealt with other 

aspects) and that information was supplied by some local authority (e.g. an agriculture department or 

university). Most of the others give general information about myxomycetes and could have been written 

in Australia by someone who had consulted a basic textbook that discussed myxomycetes (and, naturally, 

one could argue that they could have been written overseas by someone who had consulted a basic 

textbook that discussed myxomycetes).    

 The 71 informative articles mostly presented generalities (e.g. plasmodium, feeding behaviour, 

sporangia, is it plant/animal?) with almost nothing said about particular myxomycetes. In the last 

paragraph of Figure 5 Whitelegge describes two common species of the Sydney area that are "not difficult 

to distinguish with the naked eye"; there are brief descriptions of Physarum cinereum in some newspapers; 
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FARMER (Figure 8) tells the reader something about "didymum spumeroides" and Fuligo is another taxon 

that gets a descriptive sentence or two in various newspapers. The Scotts (Figure 7) list the 18 species that 

Cooke (1892) had recorded for Tasmania but do not tell the reader what any of them look like. This is a 

contrast to the case with fungi. Many newspaper articles contain descriptions of particular fungal genera 

or species. The number of taxa is not huge and descriptions are brief, but examples of agarics, boletes, 

Nidulariaceae, clavarioids, polypores, earthstars, puffballs, stinkhorns, truffles and Cordyceps appear. 
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